
 
 

THE AI CEO INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT DEVELOPERS SUMMIT & AWARDS 2018 

18 June 2018, Le Morne, Mauritius 

 

“Putting Financial Close First” 
 

 

The 4th Ai CEO Infrastructure Project Developers Summit & Awards 2018, builds on past Summit themes designed to highlight the 
opportunities and bottlenecks to mobilising innovative private capital to early stage infrastructure project development.  A recurring 
observation from the investment community is the lack of capital and the time to reach financial close.  

This unique, CEO-level Summit will bring together the critical decision makers from across Africa’s project development community for a 
dynamic public-private sector engagement on how to prioritise financial close as a critical stimulant to increasing the number of projects that 
reach financial close and as a means to mobilize more private and institutional capital to early stage project development.  

08h50 – 09h05 - Welcome Remarks:  
 

09h05 – 09h20 – Keynote Address:  

 

09h20- 10h05 – Scene Setting: 
Identifying the synergies and bottlenecks to mobilizing private 
capital to early stage infrastructure project development. 
The African region has seen tremendous infrastructure 
development and growth that is projected to continue growing 
over the next decade. Industry expansion, increased foreign 
direct investment, and improved regulatory and fiscal 
management have led African countries to outpace their 
counterparts in other developing regions.  Together, the 
panels’ addresses the major development challenges, the most 
significant of which, is the constraints around project finance 
for infrastructure. Insufficient investment in important public 
services such as transportation, water, and power will stunt 
the otherwise-impressive economic growth rates.  
 
10h05-10h45 – The impact of technology within the project 
development space: 
A look at how digitization fast tracks infrastructure 
development  
This session introduces how technology is currently improving 
the project development cycle with the valuable innovative 
tools available to the market, the benefits of utilizing the tools 
and what the technology evolution ultimately translates to 
from sponsor through to investor perspective.  

 
10h45-11h10 – Networking Break   
 
11h10-11h55 – Project Funding: Does one size fit all for PPP?  
Africa needs far more infrastructure than its governments can 
afford to finance through tax or aid. Its infrastructure 
deficiency is a major impediment to the expansion of exports. 
This session reviews the imaginative and alternative approach 
to funding models available to the market. 

 
11h55-13h25 – Networking Working Lunch: Advisory Board 
 

13h25-14h05 – Virtual Breakout Session One:  The Internet of 
Things, seizing the benefits and addressing the challenges 

This session covers comprehensive, integrated solutions across 
the life cycle of an asset and optimizing value technology 
introduces for capital projects. 

 
15h40-16h35 – Virtual Breakout Session Two: The Ai Pitch Den 
A hand select of pre-approved projects I Business cases that 
demonstrate the revolutionary new way of project viewing / 
Pitching. 
  
16h35-17h20 – Leaders’ Panel Session:  
Reviewing the cost of funding and alternative market 
innovations to capital raising 
Banks are often criticised for charging higher interest rates 
than the benchmark sovereign cost of borrowing to finance 
projects. Are there alternative cash reserves or the possibility 
to issue new sovereign debt to finance projects? This panel 
session will debate factors for holistic consideration when 
calculating risk, offsetting risk, the mechanisms, which can be 
adopted to bundle risks.  
 
17h20-18h00 –Project Finance; Unlocking Africa’s Trade 
 
This session seeks to identify those constraints impeding 
continental trade from an infrastructural perspective, the 
proposed mechanisms to alleviate the constraint and what the 
benefits to continental economies would yield as a result. 
 

 
18h00-18h10 - Closing Remark 
 
18h10-18h30 – Awards Ceremony:   
The 2018:  Ai Infrastructure Project Developers Awards 
Ceremony 
 
18h30-20h00- Ai Cocktail Reception 
 
20h00 – VVIP Private Dinner at the Presidency 
 
 
 
 
 
 


